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ON A THEOREM OF RAMANAN

HIROSHI UMEMURA

Let G be a simply connected Lie group and P a parabolic subgroup
without simple factor. A finite dimensional irreducible representation
of P defines a homogeneous vector bundle E over the homogeneous space
(?/P. Ramanan [2] proved that, if the second Betti number b2 of G/P
is 1, the inequality in Definition (2.3) holds provided F is locally free.
Since the notion of the instability was not established at that time, it
was inevitable to assume that b2 = 1 and F is locally free. In this paper,
pushing Ramanan's idea through, we prove that E is ίf-stable for any
ample line bundle H. Our proof as well as Ramanan's depends on the
Borel-Weil theorem. If we recall that the Borel-Weil theorem fails in
characteristic p > 0, it is interesting to ask whether our theorem remains
true in characteristic p > 0.

§ 1 . The Borel-Weil theorem

Let us review the Borel-Weil theorem on which the proof of our
theorem heavily depends. We use the notation of Kostant [1] with slight
modifications. For example, we shall denote by p a parabolic Lie sub-
algebra which Kostant denotes by u. In this section all the results are
stated without proofs. The details are found in the paper of Kostant
cited above.

Let g be a complex semi-simple Lie algebra and let (g) be the Cartan-
Killing form on g namely (x, y) = tr (adx o ady) for x,yeg.

A compact form of g is a real Lie subalgebra ϊ of g satisfying the
following conditions:
(i) g = ϊ + it is the direct sum of real Lie algebra,
(ii) the Cartan-Killing form is negative definite on ϊ. We fix a compact
form once and for all. Let q = it so that the restriction of the Cartan-
Killing form to q is positive definite. Evidently we have a real decom-
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position g = q + iq. The star operator is defined by the formula

(u + iv)* — u — ίv f o r a n y u + i v e g — q + i q .

Now let 7 be a vector space. We denote by V the dual of V,

Let § be a Cartan subalgebra of g and let £ be its dimension i.e., £

is the rank of the semi-simple Lie algebra g. We know that the restric-

tion (£)) of (g) to ζ is non-singular and hence we can define a map μ-*xμ

of Γ/ onto ΐj by the relation

(y, xμ) = <?/, μ) for all y e ϊj .

If we define (μ, Λ) = (xμ, λ}, we get a non-singular bilinear form (§') on

tf. If we consider g as an ζ-module through the adjoint representation,

then we get the decomposition of g into ^-invariant spaces:

where E) acts on ĝ  through the character ψ. Let eφeq> denote an eigen-

vector corresponding to a character φ, hence [x, eφ] = (x, φ)eψ for any

x e ή and, by the structure theorem of semi-simple Lie algebra, ĝ  = Ceφ.

Let Δ be the set of characters of Γ) such that Q9 Φ 0. Δ is the set of roots of

g and an eigenvector corresponding to a root is called a root vector. We

know that the root vector eψ can be chosen so that

(eφ,e+) = 0 if ψ Φ — φ

= 1 if ψ = — φ .

Then moreover we have [eφ, e_ψ] — xψ.

Let ψ be the β-linear subspace of §' generated by the set Δ. We

know that the restriction of the Cartan-Killing form on ψ is positive

definite. Let t be a subspace of g invariant under the adjoint represen-

tation of E). Then Δ(x) is by definition the subset of Δ consisting of all

the roots φ such that the eigenspace QΨ is contained in r and t° is the

set of all the elements zeq snch that (z, y) — 0 for any y e r.

Let b be a Borel subalgebra of g. We fix b once and for all. Let

now consider a simply connected complex Lie group G whose Lie alge-

bra is isomorphic to g. Let B be the Borel subgroup of G correspond-

ing to the Borel subalgebra 6. Let Sβ be the set of all the parabolic Lie

subalgebra p containing the Borel subalgebra b. Let bap be a parabolic

Lie subalgebra and BaP he the parabolic subgroup corresponding to p.
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It is well-known that the quotient space X = G/P is a projective alge-
braic variety. We assume that p does not contain a simple factor. We
denote by n the dimension of X. If we put & = p Π p* and m = 6°, then
Qi is reductive in g and m is a maximal nilpotent Lie subalgebra and m
is the set of all nilpotent elements in 6. We know that if n = g°, then
n is the maximal nilpotent ideal in p and that p = & + n. If we put
J + = J(m) and J_ = — d+, then zf = J + U Δ_ is a disjoint union and there
exists a subset Π c. Δ such that for any element φeΔ,φ = Σaeπ na(φ)a
where the na are non-negative or non-positive integers according as φ e Δ+

or <peΔ_. The set Π is called the set of simple roots.

Let Gj be the subgroup of G corresponding to the subalgebra & and
Z c Ij c ζ' be the set of all integral linear forms on )j. Then the elements
of Z are the weights of all the finite dimensional representation of G1#

Let vx be a finite dimensional irreducible representation of Gλ. An ex-
tremal weight of vλ is a weight appearing in vλ that becomes highest for
a some lexiographical ordering of Z. We denote by Wx the Weyl group
of &. If f is an extremal weight of vl9 then the collection {σξ}, σ e Wλ

is the set of all the extremal weights. Let ξeZ. We denote by vf the
unique irreducible representation of Q1 having ξ as an extremal weight.
Let ξ19 ξ2 be two elements of Z. Then the representations vi1, vi* are
isomorphic if and only if there exists an element σ e Wλ such that σξx

= f2 Let mi = m Π gx and !>! = {μ e Z\ (μ, φ) > 0 for all φ e Δ(md). The
elements of Dx will be called dominant. One knows that D1 is a funda-
mental domain for the action of W1 on Z. Hence every irreducible
representation of Gx is equivalent to v( for one and only one ξ e Dγ. The
weight ξ is called the highest weight of the representation v(. Similarly
- A is a fundamental domain for the action of Wλ on Z. Hence every
irreducible representation of Gx is equivalent to v[ for one and only one
ξ e — Dx. The weight ξ is called the lowest weight of the representation.
An irreducible representation of Gx is determined by its lowest weight
as well as by its highest weight. When we take g itself as a parabolic
subgroup, we denote W, D for W1 and Dx. Note that DcDι and Wx is
a subgroup of W.

Furthermore if we put

& = i Σ φ
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#2 = 2 Σ ψ

and

9 = Λ + #2 ,

then gιsDλ and geD.
Define a subset r c V by putting Tf1 = {σe PF|σJ_ Π A+ c

Let ΰj be a subset of D1 defined by putting D\ = {ξ e D \ g + ξ is regular}.
Recall that an element μ e Z is said to be regular if (μ, ψ) Φ 0 for all
ψeJ.

LEMMA (1.1) (Kostant [1]). The mapping D x Wί-^Z given by (Λ, σ)
^ σ(g + λ) — g maps D x W1 bίjectίvely onto D\.

Now for any σ e W, we denote by n(σ) the number of roots in
aΔ_ Π J+ .

Let N be the subgroup of G corresponding to the subalgebra n of
g. Then P = GiN is a semi-direct product. It is not difficult to see
that any irreducible representation of P is trivial on N and hence is
equivalent to vϊξ for some ξ eDλ on Gλ. Conversely if vϊξ,ξeD1 is an
irreducible representation of G19 we can extend it to an irreducible
representation of P by giving the action of N trivial. Hereafter we will
regard vϊξ as so extended. Thus, up to equivalence, all irreducible rep-
resentation of P are of the form vϊ* for some ξeDx.

Let now ξ eD1 and consider the product G x Vϊξ. If we set

{an, s) = (α, vϊζ(u)s)

for any aeG,ueP and seVr f, then = is an equivalence relation, and
E~ξ = Gx FrV ΞΞ -»G/P is a vector bundle with fibre Vr*. Let α, 6 e G.
If x = &P e X, let α# e X denote the coset abP. Similarly if v e E~ξ is
the equivalence class containing (b,s)eG x V^ξ, let aveE~ζ denote the
equivalence class containing (ab,s). It is clear then that if XodX is an
open set in X and ψ is a local holomorphic section of E~ξ defined on
α-1Jfo, given by a(ψ)(x) = αψ^"1^) where a eZo is a local holomorphic
section of E~ξ defined on Xo. Now the mapping ψ >-> αψ defines an op-
erator p~ξ(a) on jff*(Z,£7-0. Since G/P is protective Hι{X,E-ξ) is an
finite dimensional representation of G. The Borel-Weil theorem teaches
us that WiXyE't) is irreducible and gives us its lowest weight.
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Borel-Weil Theorem (1.2). Let ξ e Dx. Then if ξ e D°19 one has W(X, E)

= 0 for any j . If ξ e D\, then upon writing ξ = ξ(λ, σ) one has Hj(X, E~ζ)

= 0 for all j Φ n(σ) and for j = n(σ), the representation on Hj(X, E~ζ)

is isomorphic to the irreducible representation v~λ of G.

We shall use the theorem in the following weak form.

COROLLARY (1.3). Using the notation of the theorem, if ξ&D, then

H°(X, E'ζ) = 0.

For if H\X, E~ζ) Φθ,ξ = ξ(λ, σ) with n(σ) = 0. σ(Δ_) = Δ_ hence σ = id.

Therefore ξ eD.

§ 2 . Stability of homogeneous vector bundles

LEMMA (2.1). Let E be an irreducible homogeneous vector bundle

of rank r. Let s <r be an integer and Ef be an irreducible component

of ΛSE. Then the first Chern class cλ{Ef) of Er is equal to — rank E'cλ(E).
r

Proof. Since E corresponds to the irreducible representation of the

reductive Lie algebra, ASE is the direct sum of indecomposable homoge-

neous vector bundles. Since & is reductive, Q1 is isomorphic to the direct

sum cφ^ch where c is the center of & and £&§x = [q19 gj. We know that

ϊ) is also a Cartan subalgebra of &. Hence, denoting by ϊ a Cartan sub-

algebra of @QX, I) = c Θ ϊ. Therefore fy = t' Θ f. t' is generated by the

weights of representations of degree 1 of Gx and F is generated by the

root system of 3n^. Now let ω1 = {ω\t),ω\2)) eίf ®V = ΐ)' be the highest

weight of the irreducible representation of Gx yielding the vector bundle

E. Then other weights appearing in the representation are of the form

(ω^),ω ) with α>'e F 1 < ί < r. det£7 is given by the representation of

degree 1 of Gx with its weight 2]t=i (ωα» ω*) — trace of the representation

ω\ But Σ [ = 1 (ω\1)9 ωΐ) should be in c' Θ 0. Hence Σί- i (ω\1)9 ωj) == r(ω\1)9 0).

The weights appearing in ΛsVωl are of the form (sω^ωO with ωr e F.

detJS'7 is given by the representation of degree 1 of Gx with its weight

25-i (sα)(i), ωy) where t is the rank of Er. By the same argument as above

we conclude 25=i (Sω(D>ωy) — ίs(β>α)>0). This proves Lemma (2.1).

LEMMA (2.2). Lei Ef be an irreducible homogeneous vector bundle

over X. Assume that there exists an ample line bundle H such that

(cx(E')-Hn-1) < 0. Then H\X,E') = 0 if rankfi" > 2.
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Proof. Let — ξ1 be the lowest weight of the representation of G1

giving the vector bundle E. Let — ξ2 be the weight of the representa-

tion of Gλ of degree 1 giving the line bundle detE'. Hence — ξ2 = tryf*1.

If ξ2 e D, then H\X, det £") ΦOby the Borel-Weil theorem. Hence det E' =

Θx i.e., f2 = 0. Now let us observe: 1° dimc V~H > 2, 2° an irreducible rep-

resentation of a semi-simple Lie algebra is the tensor product of irre-

ducible representations of simple Lie algebras, 3° the Dynkin diagram

of a simple Lie algebra is connected. It follows, from the above obser-

vations and from ξ2 — 0, that there exists a simple root β such that

(?i> β) < 0. This shows that ξx does not belong to the Weyl chamber D.

Hence by the Borel-Weil theorem H°(X, E;) = 0. If ξ2 β D, then there

exists a simple root βeΠ such that (ξZfβ) < 0. The lowest weight —ξ1

is written in the form —ξ1 — — — ξ2 + 2 a e 7 7 l wαα where na is a non-positive
r

integer and r is the rank of E\^ Therefore (ξl9 β) = —(y, ]8) — Σaeπt na(a, β)
r

< 0. Hence ξ^D and the lemma follows from the Borel-Weil theorem.

DEFINITION (2.3). Let Yn be a non-singular protective variety and

H an ample line bundle over Y. A vector bundle E over Y is said to

be iϊ-stable (in the sense of Mumford and Takemoto) if for any coherent

subsheaf F with 1 < rank F < rank E, we have following inequality

rank F rank £7

THEOREM (2.4). Let E be an irreducible homogeneous vector bundle

over X. Then E is H-stable for any ample line bundle H over X.

Proof. Let F b e a subsheaf of E with 1 < rank F < rank E such that

we have

r a n k F ~~ rank E

We shall show the existence of such F leads to a contradiction. Let s

be the r a n k F . If we apply Λs to the exact sequence 0-+F-+E, we get

ΛSF —> ./Pi? which is injective at the generic point of X. Since F is tor-

sion free, ΛSF is isomorphic to a line bundle L over X minus a sub-

*> /7i c Π is a simple root system of
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variety of codimension 2. On the other hand L uniquely extends to a

line bundle over X. We denote the extention again by L which is the

first Chern class cλ(F) of F. By tensoring L~\ we get a generic injec-

tion Θ —»ΛSE (x) L"1 over X minus a subvariety of codimension 2. Hence

H°(X, ΛsE®L~ι) Φ 0. Now we recall the fact that a line bundle is homo-

geneous. It follows ΛsE®L~ι is homogeneous. Let Ef be an irreducible

component of ΛSE. The first Chern class cx(Ef) is given by Lemma

(2.1) and equal to — rank E'- c^E). Hence cx(£" (x) L"1) = JL rank Ef. d(S)
r r

- r a n k ^ c^F) = rank£"(—^(tf) - ^(F)) . It follows {c^E' ® L~ι)oHn-1)

< 0. By Lemma (2.2) iϊo(X, J5" (g) L"1) = 0 if rank£" > 2. Hence the

generic injection Θ—>ΛsE®L~ι is trivial onto the irreducible component

E1 if rank Ef > 2. Therefore there exist line bundles Mt 1 < ί < £ such

that ©ί.i-Mί is a direct summand of ΛsE®L~ι and the map above

factors through Θ -> © =i M< -> ^s£7 ® L"1. We choose M< so that ^ is

minimum. The calculation above shows that (MfH*'1) < 0. On the

other hand we have a generic injection Θ-^Mi for any 1 <ί< £. Hence

Mi = 0 and the morphism 0 -> 0f=1 M* = 0f=1 Θ is given by a constant
f * i

matrix. Tensoring L, we get L >0L c —>Λ S E. Let — ξ2 be the weight
t = l

of the representation of degree 1 of Gλ defining L. Since / is given

by the constant matrix, / is induced by the homomorphism of GΓmodules

V~ξz—> 0 i = i V~ξ2. The homomorphism j of vector bundles is induced by

the decomposition of the G rmodule A*V~ξl where ξ eD1 and E is defined

by Gi-module V~ξl. We have proved that the homomorphism jof of the

vector bundle L to the vector bundle ΛSE is induced by the homomorphism

of the G rmodule V~ζ* to the GΓmodule ΛsV~ζl.

Now we notice the following; let p and p' be representations of Gx

we are given a homomorphism ψ of GΓmodule Vp to G rmodule Vp/. It

induces a homomorphism Φ of vector bundle Ep to vector bundle Ep/.

If we know Φ, by looking at Φ on a fibre we can recover <p.

By the remark above, we can recover the homomorphism of V~ζ2 to

ΛsVζl from the homomorphism L —> ASE hence from the homomorphism

ΛSF -»ΛSE by looking at the homomorphism on a general fibre since

these two homomorphism coincide on an open set of X. This shows that

the image of V~ξ2 in AsV~ζl is reduced i.e., written in the form xx Λ x2

A - Λ xs. The subspace generated by x19 x2, , xs in V~ζl is GΓinvari-
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ant. This contradicts the irreducibility of V~ζκ
EXAMPLES (2.4). The universal bundle and the tangent bundle of

the Grassmannian are ff-stable. In particular the tangent bundle of the
protective space Pn is ίf-stable.
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